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The design and implementation of a client-centered multimedia content adaptation system suitable for a mobile environment
comprising of resource-constrained handheld devices or clients is described. The primary contributions of this work are: (1)
the overall architecture of the client-centered content adaptation system, (2) a data-driven multi-level Hidden Markov model
(HMM)-based approach to perform both video segmentation and video indexing in a single pass, and (3) the formulation and
implementation of a Multiple-choice Multidimensional Knapsack Problem (MMKP)-based video personalization strategy. In
order to segment and index video data, a video stream is modeled at both the semantic unit level and video program level. These
models are learned entirely from training data and no domain-dependent knowledge about the structure of video programs is
used. This makes the system capable of handling various kinds of videos without having to manually redefine the program
model. The proposed MMKP-based personalization strategy is shown to include more relevant video content in response to the
client’s request than the existing 0/1 knapsack problem and fractional knapsack problem-based strategies, and is capable of
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The current proliferation of mobile computing devices and network technologies has created enormous opportunities for mobile device users to communicate with multimedia servers, using multimedia
streams. As handheld mobile computing and communication devices such as Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), pocket-PCs, and cellular devices have become increasingly capable of storing, rendering,
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and display of multimedia data, the user demand for being able to view streaming video on such devices
has increased. One of the natural limitations of these handheld devices is that they are constrained by
their battery power capacity, rendering and display capability, viewing time limit, and, in many situations, by the available network bandwidth connecting these devices to video data servers. Therefore,
the original video content often needs to be personalized in order to fulfill the client’s request under
various client-side system-level resource constraints (henceforth termed as “client-side resource constraints” in the interest of brevity). Given the client’s preference(s) regarding the video content and the
various client-side resource constraints, the video personalization system should be able to assemble
and disseminate the most relevant video content to the mobile client(s) while simultaneously satisfying multiple client-side resource constraints. In this article, we present a client-centered multimedia
adaptation system to attain this goal.
1.1

Salient Features of the Proposed Client-Centered Multimedia Adaptation System

The proposed client-constrained multimedia personalization system has the following salient features.
—A stochastic modeling approach to automatically segment and index video streams in a single pass.
Inspired by the success of modern continuous speech recognition [Ney et al. 1999], we propose a datadriven multi-level Hidden Markov Model (HMM)-based approach to perform both video segmentation
and video indexing in a single pass. Since no domain-dependent knowledge about the structure of
video programs is used, the proposed approach is capable of segmenting and indexing a wide variety
of videos in a manner that supports semantic content-based video retrieval.
—A hierarchical scheme to represent multimedia content at multiple levels of abstraction. Mobile computing devices are typically constrained by the paucity of various system-level resources and by the
client’s preference(s) with regard to video content. Therefore, the original video content often needs
to be transcoded in order to fulfill the client request under these constraints. Transcoded versions of
the video preserve the information content of the original video to various degrees. When combined
with an appropriate content descriptive ontology, the video content can be represented hierarchically
at multiple levels of abstraction. The resulting hierarchical video database can then be used to satisfy
various client-constrained queries and requests.
—A personalization scheme that compiles and delivers optimal video content while satisfying multiple
client-side resource constraints. Given the client’s preference(s) regarding the video content and the
various client-side resource constraints, the goal of video personalization is to generate, compile, and
disseminate the most relevant video content to the mobile client. One of the contributions of the
work is the design and implementation of a Multiple-Choice Multidimensional Knapsack Problem
(MMKP)-based video personalization strategy which is shown to have significant advantages over
the existing 0/1 Knapsack Problem (0/1KP)-based and the Fractional Knapsack Problem (FKP)-based
video personalization strategies. The proposed MMKP-based personalization strategy is shown to
include more relevant video content in response to the client’s request compared to the existing 0/1KPbased and FKP-based personalization strategies. In contrast to the 0/1KP-based and FKP-based
personalization strategies which can satisfy only a single client-side resource constraint at a time,
the proposed MMKP-based personalization strategy is shown capable of simultaneously satisfying
multiple client-side resource constraints.
1.2

Related Work

Semantic video indexing is the process of attaching concept terms from a video descriptive ontology to
segments of a video. It is regarded as the first step towards automatic retrieval and personalization of
video data, since it enables users to access videos based on their interests and preferences regarding
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video content. Semantic video indexing typically involves two subprocesses which are usually performed
as two separate steps, namely, temporal segmentation of the video stream and semantic labeling of the
resulting video segments [Tseng et al. 2004]. In recent years, various applications of HMMs to video
segmentation and video annotation have been studied [Eickeler et al. 1999; Huang et al. 2005; Li et al.
2001]. However, in most current HMM-based systems, the overall performance could be compromised
due to audio-visual mismatch [Huang et al. 2005] and inaccurate domain-dependent knowledge about
the video scenes and the video program structure [Eickeler et al. 1999; Li et al. 2001].
In this article, we propose a data-driven multi-level HMM-based approach to perform both video
segmentation and video indexing in a single pass. The proposed approach uses only the visual features
in a video stream in order to avoid potential audio-visual mismatches. The proposed approach is purely
data-driven, that is, no domain-specific knowledge about the structure of the video program is needed
to syntactically or semantically model the underlying video content.
Mobile computing and communication devices such as handheld computers, pocket PCs, PDAs, and
smart cellular phones typically have fewer resources than desktop computers. Thus, it is often necessary
to adapt or transcode the video content to suit the capabilities of the resource-constrained mobile device.
The goal of traditional video transcoding schemes is to reduce the amount of resources consumed in
order to receive, render, play, and view the video stream while preserving the desired level of detail.
Early video transcoding techniques have typically focused on reducing the video bit rate in order to
meet the available channel capacity via computation of the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) of the
video frames [Eleftheriadis et al 2006; Nakajima et al. 1995; Sun et al. 1996] or by reducing the spatial
resolution of the video frames [Zhu et al. 1998]. Temporal transcoding schemes reduce the number of
transmitted video frames in order to satisfy the bit rate requirements imposed by a network, maintain
a higher quality of the encoded video frames, or satisfy the viewing time limitations imposed by a client
[Chen et al. 2002].
Traditional video transcoding techniques do not perform high-level analysis of the underlying video
content prior to transcoding. The transcoding is based primarily on statistical analysis of low-level (i.e.,
pixel-level or feature-level) video content. Consequently, the transcoded output is often divorced from
human visual perception of the information conveyed by the video stream. Semantic content-based video
transcoding, on the other hand, takes into account the high-level semantic content of the underlying
video stream prior to its transcoding. The video is transformed into static images by extracting a set of
key frames whereas the accompanying audio is transcoded into text [Li et al. 1998]. Dynamic motion
panoramas have also been used to represent both dynamic and static scene elements in a geometrically
consistent manner [Bartoli et al. 2004; Irani et al. 1996, 1995; Wei et al. 2006].
In the proposed hierarchical video content representation scheme, videos are indexed and transcoded
at multiple levels of abstraction. Multiple transcoded versions of the original video segments are generated for which the bit rate, spatial resolution, and temporal resolution of the original video segments
are appropriately adapted. The proposed representation scheme is shown to enable semantic contentbased video transcoding. Key shots are first extracted from the underlying video stream. Dynamic
motion panoramas are used to represent the static background and dynamic foreground to reduce the
data requirements for video shots taken with a panning camera. The transcoded video segments are
subsequently labeled using terms selected from a video description ontology.
Various personalization strategies, such as those based on solving the 0/1KP or the FKP, can be
used to generate the optimal response to a resource-constrained client’s request [Merialdo et al. 1999].
Tseng et al. [2003] propose a personalization strategy termed as context clustering based on grouping
of successive shots in a video stream that are visually similar. Context clustering is shown to be an
enhancement of the FKP-based personalization scheme proposed in Merialdo et al. [1999] in that it considers the temporal smoothness of the generated video summary in order to improve the client’s viewing
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Fig. 1. Overall system architecture.

experience. In this article, we propose, implement, and evaluate a video personalization strategy modeled along solving the MMKP. We present experimental results comparing the proposed MMKP-based
video personalization strategy to the existing 0/1KP-based and the FKP-based video personalization
strategies.
The remainder of the work is organized as follows. In Section 2, the overall system architecture is
described. In Section 3, a stochastic model-based approach to temporal video segmentation and video
indexing is presented. In Section 4, a hierarchical video content representation scheme is described
and various methods to measure the information content of transcoded videos relative to their original versions are proposed. In Section 5, video personalization strategies based on various versions
of the classical Knapsack Problem (KP) are discussed. In Section 6, experimental results of the proposed video temporal segmentation and indexing scheme are presented. In Section 7, results of the
experimental evaluation of various KP-based video personalization strategies are presented. Finally,
Section 8 concludes the article with an outline for future work.
2.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The client-centered multimedia adaptation system consists of the following four subsystems, as shown
in Figure 1: (1) the video preprocessing subsystem, (2) the hierarchical video content representation and
multi-level video transcoding subsystem, (3) the client request and client constraint decoding subsystem, and (4) the video personalization subsystem. The relationships amongst the four aforementioned
subsystems are described in the following subsections.
2.1

Video Preprocessing Subsystem

The video preprocessing subsystem performs temporal video segmentation and video indexing. In order
to provide mobile clients with personalized video content, the original video streams are first segmented
and indexed in the temporal domain. A data-driven stochastic algorithm based on a multi-level Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) is proposed to perform both video segmentation and video indexing automatically
in a single pass.
2.2

Multi-Level Video Transcoding and Hierarchical Video Content Representation Subsystem

Each indexed video segment is transcoded at multiple levels of abstraction. In the proposed scheme,
semantic-level transcoding based on key frame selection and motion panorama computation and lowlevel transcoding based on bit rate reduction, and temporal and spatial resolution reduction are closely
integrated. The original video segment and its transcoded versions are deemed to constitute a multilevel content group. To facilitate efficient content-based retrieval, a hierarchical ontology-based description of the video content is employed. A multi-level content group is associated with a set of appropriate
semantic terms derived from the aforementioned ontology.
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Client Query and Constraint Decoding Subsystem

The client query and client constraint decoding subsystem acts as an intermediary between the video
personalization subsystem and the mobile client. A client query (request) consists of the client’s preference(s) with regard to video content and a list of client-side resource constraints. A client query protocol
is established to facilitate the communication of the query between client and subsystem. A client query
under the currently implemented protocol is a structure with two fields: Preferences and Constraints.
The Preferences field is a list of strings representing semantic terms that encapsulate the client’s request for information, whereas the Constraints field is a list of numerical parameters representing the
client-side resource constraints such as the viewing time limit, bandwidth limit, and the limit on the
amount of data the client can receive. Client queries transmitted in the format specified by this protocol
are received and subsequently decoded by the subsystem. The decoded query is then forwarded to the
video personalization subsystem for further processing.
2.4

Video Personalization Subsystem

The goal of video personalization is to display a video summary that preserves as much of the semantic content desired by the client as possible while simultaneously satisfying the resource constraints
imposed by the (potentially) mobile client. In the video personalization subsystem, the client’s video
content preference(s) is (are) matched with the video segments (and their various transcoded versions)
stored in the video database. In order to generate a personalized video summary, the client usage environment and the client-side resource constraints are evaluated. The personalization engine compiles an
optimal video summary that is most relevant to the client’s content preference(s) subject to the resource
constraints imposed by the client.
3.

VIDEO SEGMENTATION AND INDEXING—A STOCHASTIC MODEL-BASED APPROACH

In modern speech recognition systems, the continuous speech resulting from a spoken sentence is
modeled at both the acoustic-phonetic (subword) level and the language level. The subword units are
modeled by Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [Ney et al. 1999] which have been shown to be powerful
stochastic models capable of approximating many time varying random processes [Rabiner 1989]. Inspired by the success of modern HMM-based continuous speech recognition systems and HMM-based
video segmentation approaches [Eickeler et al. 1999], we propose a data-driven multi-level HMM-based
approach to perform both video segmentation and video indexing in a single pass.
The multi-level HMM-based segmentation and indexing algorithm is essentially a stochastic modelbased segmentation algorithm wherein the input video stream is classified frame by frame into semantic
units. A semantic unit within a video stream is a video segment that can be associated with a clear
semantic meaning or concept, and consists of a concatenation of semantically and temporally related
video shots. Temporal boundaries in the video stream are then marked at frame locations that represent
a transition from one semantic unit to another. An advantage of the proposed multi-level HMM-based
segmentation algorithm is that once the set of HMMs for a video stream are defined, future image
sequences can be segmented, classified, and indexed in a single pass. Furthermore, semantic units
can be added without having to retrain the HMMs corresponding to the other semantic units. Thus,
the proposed multi-level HMM makes it possible to process different types of videos in a modular and
extensible manner so as to enable video retrieval based on semantic content.
Instead of detecting video shots, it is often much more useful to recognize semantic units within a video
stream to be able to support video retrieval based on high-level semantic content. Note that visually
similar video shots may be contained within unrelated semantic units. Thus, video retrieval based
purely on detection of video shots will not necessarily reflect the semantic content of the video stream.
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The semantic units within a video stream can be spliced together to form a logical video sequence that the
viewer can understand. In well-organized videos such as TV broadcast news and sports programs, the
video can be viewed as a sequence of semantic units that are concatenated based on a predefined video
program syntax. Parsing a video file into semantic units enables video retrieval based on high-level
semantic content and playback of logically coherent blocks within a video stream. Automatic indexing
of semantic components within a video stream can enable a viewer to jump straight to points of interest
within the indexed video stream, or even skip advertisement breaks during video playback.
In the proposed scheme, a video stream is modeled at both the semantic unit level and the program
model level. For each video semantic unit, an HMM is generated to model the stochastic behavior
of the sequence of feature emissions from the image frames. Each image frame in a video stream is
characterized by a multidimensional feature vector. A video stream is considered to generate a sequence
of these feature vectors based on an underlying stochastic process that is modeled by a multi-level HMM.
The advantages of the proposed approach are summarized as follows.
—Video segmentation and video indexing are performed in a single pass. This is extremely valuable when
dealing with large amounts of video data to populate a video database. Although video segmentation
and video indexing are performed offline, they are computationally intensive and often result in a
serious bottleneck during the creation of a video database. The ability to perform video segmentation
and video indexing in a single pass alleviates this bottleneck to some extent.
—No domain-dependent knowledge about the structure of video programs is used. The probabilistic
grammar used to define the video program is learned entirely from the training data. This allows the
proposed approach to handle various kinds of videos in a modular and extensible manner without
having to manually redefine the program model.
—Semantic unit level HMMs are used to model video units with clear semantic meanings. The proposed
data-driven approach does not need to use HMMs to model video edit effects. This not only simplifies
the collection and processing of training data, but also ensures that all video segments in the video
database are labeled with concepts with clear semantic meanings in order to facilitate video retrieval
based on semantic content. The video edit effects within a semantic unit are considered part of the
semantic unit and, as such, are not labeled separately. The HMM representation of a semantic unit
can accommodate these video edit effects implicitly.
3.1

Image Features

The success of an HMM-based algorithm for video segmentation and video indexing depends greatly on
the image features extracted from each frame in the video stream. These features should contain enough
information to characterize each image frame, yet should capture the differences amongst the frames
in distinct semantic units in order to be able to distinguish them. In this work, we use two categories of
image features. The first category includes a set of simple features. The dynamic characteristics of the
video are captured by the differences of successive video frames at both the pixel level and the histogram
level. Various motion-based measures describing the movement of the objects in the video, including
the motion centroid of the video frame and intensity of motion as well as measures of illumination
change at both the pixel level, and the histogram level, are included in the multidimensional feature
vector [Eickeler et al. 1999].
In the second category, Tamura features [Tamura et al. 1978] are used to capture the textural characteristics of the image frames at the level of human perception in order to improve the accuracy of
temporal video segmentation and video indexing. Tamura contrast, Tamura coarseness, and Tamura
directionality have been used successfully in content-based image retrieval [Flickner et al. 1995] and
are defined as follows.
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k=

1
N



(c[i] − μ)4

(3.1)

i∈O(x, y)

where μ is the average of the color values in the neighborhood of pixel (x, y) denoted by O(x, y), c[i] is
the color or intensity of the ith pixel in the neighborhood O(x, y), and N is the number of pixels in the
neighborhood O(x, y). The Tamura contrast at pixel (x, y), denoted by TCon(x, y), is given by

0√
if k < ε
TCon(x, y) =
,
(3.2)
2 4
σ / k otherwise
where σ 2 is the color covariance computed in the neighborhood of pixel (x, y) in the image frame and ε
is a predefined threshold.
Tamura Coarseness. The Tamura coarseness measures the spatial scale at which the difference in
color values between pixels in a local neighborhood of a given pixel (x, y) is a maximum. Given a pixel
(x, y), 5 spatial scales are used to measure the horizontal and vertical differences of the mean color
value. The horizontal difference and the vertical difference of the mean color values at location (x, y)
at scale k are given by
E H (x, y, k) = |A(x − 2k , y, k) − A(x + 2k , y, k)|,

(3.3)

E V (x, y, k) = |A(x, y − 2k , k) − A(x, y + 2k , k)|,

(3.4)

where k ∈ [0, 4], and A(x, y, k) is the mean color value at pixel (x, y) for window size (2k + 1) × (2k + 1)
when k > 0. The window size is 1 × 1 when k = 0.
Let us define E(x, y, k) = max(E H (x, y, k), E V (x, y, k)), then the Tamura coarseness at pixel (x, y),
denoted by TCoar(x, y), is given by
TCoar(x, y) = arg{max(E(x, y, k))}.
k

(3.5)

The definition of Tamura coarseness given in Eq. (3.5) calls for the computation of the mean color value
A(x, y, k) in 20 distinct windows if 5 spatial scales are used. The computation cost is high if we perform
the summation directly by enumerating the color values of each pixel in each window. Hence, we need
an efficient way to compute A(x, y, k). The integral image [Viola et al. 2004] provides an efficient way
to compute the summation in a rectangular window. Given an original input image I (x, y), the integral
image is given by
 y x
J (x, y) =
I (u, v)dudv.
(3.6)
0

0

For a discrete image I (x, y), the integrals in Eq. (3.6) are replaced by their corresponding summations.
The integral image J (x, y) can be computed efficiently using the following recurrence relation.
J (x, y) = I (x, y) + J (x − 1, y) + J (x, y − 1) − J (x − 1, y − 1)

(3.7)

The mean color value within a given rectangular window (x1 , y 1 , x2 , y 2 ), with corner points (x1 , y 1 ) and
(x2 , y 2 ), can be computed as
A(x1 , y 1 , x2 , y 2 ) =

J (x2 , y 2 ) − J (x2 , y 1 ) − J (x1 , y 2 ) + J (x1 , y 1 )
,
R

(3.8)
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Fig. 2. Representative image frames of semantic units.

where R is the area size of the rectangular window (x1 , y 1 , x2 , y 2 ). Thus the computation of the mean
color value within a given rectangular window can achieved efficiently with three summation operations
as shown in Eq. (3.8).
Tamura Directionality. The Tamura directionality is simply the intensity gradient orientation θ (x, y)
at a pixel (x, y) and is given by
θ(x, y) = tan−1

I y (x, y)
,
Ix (x, y)

(3.9)

where the intensity gradient components Ix (x, y) and I y (x, y) are computed using the Sobel edge
operator.
3.2

HMMs for Characterization of Semantic Units in a Video Stream

In the proposed video segmentation and video indexing scheme based on semantic video content, we
define six semantic concepts for TV broadcast news video, namely News Anchor, News, Sports News,
Commercial, Weather Forecast, and Program Header, and three semantic concepts for Major League
Soccer (MLS) video, namely Zoom Out, Close Up, and Replay. Representative images for each of these
semantic concepts are shown in Figure 2(a) and 2(b). An HMM is formulated for each individual semantic concept. The optimal HMM parameters for each semantic unit are learned from the feature
vector sequences obtained from the training video data. The standard HMM training procedure based
on the Baum-Welch algorithm [Baum et al. 1970] is used. The HMMs for individual semantic units
are trained separately using the training feature vector sequences. This allows for modularity in the
learning procedure and flexibility in terms of being able to accommodate various types of video data.
When new video data for a semantic unit are presented, we only need to retrain the corresponding
HMM for the relevant semantic unit without having to retrain any of the HMMs corresponding to the
other semantic units. Since the states in an HMM are hidden, researchers typically use heuristics to
guess the correct HMM topology [Boreczky et al. 1998]. In our work, we adopt a universal left-to-right
HMM topology (i.e., one without any backward state transitions) with continuous observations of the
feature vector emissions. The distribution of the feature vector emissions in the HMM is approximated
by a mixture of three Gaussian distributions in all of our HMM implementations. Since little is known
about the underlying physical processes which generate the observable visual features in the video
stream, using a universal left-to-right HMM topology with a three Gaussian component mixture as
a default choice makes it easy to construct semantic unit HMMs for unknown data without prior detailed investigation into the underlying feature generation process [Eickeler et al. 1999; Shinoda et al.
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Fig. 3. Concatenation of the individual HMMs.

2005]. Furthermore, the proposed approach to HMM design can be used, without any modification, to
recognize new semantic units within a video stream.
3.3

Multi-Level HMM for Single-Pass Video Segmentation and Indexing

The search space for the proposed single-pass video segmentation and video indexing procedure is
characterized by the concatenation of the HMMs corresponding to the individual semantic units. The
HMM corresponding to an individual semantic unit essentially models the stochastic behavior of the
sequence of image features within the scope of that semantic unit. Transitions amongst these semantic
unit HMMs are regulated by a prespecified video program model. Figure 3 depicts the concatenation of
the individual HMMs corresponding to the three semantic units comprising the video program model.
The topologies of the individual HMMs are described in the callouts in Figure 3. The parameter pij , 1 ≤
i, j ≤ 3 is the transition probability from semantic unit i to semantic unit j. The transition probability
matrix P3×3 , where Pij = pij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3, essentially defines the video program model.
A data-driven approach is proposed to estimate the video program model directly from the training
data using sequential maximum likelihood estimation; that is, no domain-dependent knowledge about
the structure of the video program is used. Most researchers use domain-specific knowledge about the
video program in order to determine the video program model [Eickeler et al. 1999; Huang et al. 2005; Li
et al. 2001]. This knowledge-driven approach becomes untenable as the size of the semantic unit vocabulary and the complexity of video program increase. The accuracy in the estimation of the video program
model directly affects the segmentation and indexing results. Statistical Language Models (SLMs) are
typically represented by n-gram models [Brown et al. 1992]. For large values of n, a correspondingly
large amount of training data is required to estimate the n-gram model parameters, resulting in a computationally expensive training procedure. Therefore, in this work, the video program is represented
by a 2-gram model determined by the conditional probability of the semantic unit sequence given a
sequence of image feature vectors as shown in Eq. (3.10) [Brown et al. 1992]. The training data for
estimation of the parameters of the video program model are assumed to be manually prelabeled.
The single-pass video segmentation and video indexing procedure is formulated in terms of the
following Bayesian decision rule: Given a sequence of image feature vectors f 1 . . . f T , determine a
semantic unit sequence U1 . . . U N such that the conditional probability of the semantic unit sequence
given the sequence of image feature vectors is maximized, that is,
max(Pr(U1 . . . U N | f 1 . . . f T )) ∼ max(Pr(U1 . . . U N ) • Pr( f 1 . . . f T | U1 . . . U N )).

(3.10)

In Eq. (3.10), f 1 . . . f T are the feature vectors extracted from the image frames in the video stream
to be segmented and indexed and Pr(U1 . . . U N ) is the video program model. The video program model
essentially regulates the transition probability from a predecessor semantic unit to a successor semantic
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Fig. 4. Single-pass segmentation and indexing of a video stream containing semantic units A, B, and C.

unit. The Viterbi algorithm [Forney et al. 1973; Viterbi et al. 1967] is used to determine the optimal path
in the concatenation of the HMMs. Figure 4 depicts the single-pass segmentation and indexing of a video
stream containing the semantic units A, B, and C where the y-axis represents the hidden states within
the HMM for an individual semantic unit. The bold curves in Figure 4 indicate the change of states
within the semantic units A, B, and C. The video stream in this example is segmented into a semantic
unit sequence BACBA. Bold curves within a semantic unit are monotonically nondecreasing because
the HMMs for the individual semantic units have a strict left-to-right topology with no backwardgoing state transitions. Note that although a two-level HMM is used in the current implementation,
the proposed technique for single-pass segmentation and indexing of video can be generalized to a
multi-level HMM with more than two levels.
4.

HIERARCHICAL CONTENT REPRESENTATION

In the proposed system, each indexed video segment is summarized or transcoded at multiple levels of
abstraction using algorithms for content-aware key frame selection and motion panorama generation.
The transcoded versions have different requirements in terms of the client-side resources needed to
receive, transmit, render, and view the transcoded video. A clustering algorithm is used to parse video
segments into shots where the interframe histogram difference measure is used to identify the shot
boundaries in a video segment. A temporally localized 2-class (i.e., binary) clustering algorithm is used
to detect shots within a video segment. For a temporal window w[t1 , t2 ], we perform 2-class clustering
to separate frames in the window into classes c1 and c2 . A rejection threshold R is set such that if the
distance between c1 and c2 is less than R, then the width of the temporal window is increased to [t1 , t3 ]
where t3 > t2 and the clustering repeated.
In the key frame-based transcoding scheme, each shot is represented by a set of key frames. Frames
within a shot are clustered into groups where each group is represented by a key frame. The level of
abstraction of the video summary is controlled by selecting a threshold value for the group size. The
smaller the threshold value, the more detailed the resulting summary and vice versa. Thus, each video
summary consists of a set of key frames. If the image frames are displayed at a fixed frame rate, the
higher the level of abstraction, the shorter the duration of the video summary. The number of levels
of abstraction associated with the transcoded video is set to three and the relative time durations of
the transcoded video segments set to 100%, 50%, and 20% of the time duration of the original video
segments. The proposed MMKP-based personalization strategy permits additional levels of abstraction
and transcoding methods to be incorporated if needed without any modifications to the other parts of
the overall system.
In the case of video shots containing dominant panning camera motion (i.e., pan shots), motion panoramas based on image mosaicking are an efficient representation of the video shot [Bartoli et al 2004].
Pan shots can be detected based on the underlying pattern of the Motion Vectors (MVs) 
[Bhandarkar
M N
et al. 1999]. Let θij be the direction of the MV associated with the ijth pixel. Let θavg = M1N i=1
j =1 θij
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be the average of the
MV directions in the frame. For a frame to qualify as a member of a pan shot, the
1 M N
2
variance σθ2 = MN
i=1
j =1 [θij − θavg ] should be less than a predefined threshold.
The motion panorama construction algorithm consists of three major phases: static background generation, background-foreground segmentation (i.e., extraction of moving objects), and final panorama
composition where the foreground objects or regions are pasted back onto the static background. If the
motion panorama is encoded to have the same frame size as the original video shot, then there is a
significant saving in terms of the amount of data to be transmitted and the required bandwidth or bit
rate. In the case of motion panorama-based transcoding, the frame(s) corresponding to the stationary
background need(s) to be transmitted only once or very infrequently. The frames corresponding to the
dynamic foreground need to be transmitted in the form of a motion overlay at the required frame rate
[Bartoli et al 2004]. Since the dynamic foreground regions are relatively few in number, the bandwidth
requirement of the motion overlay is much lower than that of the original video shot [Bartoli et al 2004].
Video segments are labeled using semantic concepts selected from a video description ontology which,
in our current implementation, is a three-level hierarchy of semantic terms, depicted in Figure 5. The
first level in the ontology represents the video category (TV Broadcast, Sports, Surveillance, etc.), the
second level represents the video program group (Broadcast News, Soccer, Basketball, Traffic Surveillance, etc.), and the third level defines the various semantic concepts (Anchor, Weather Forecast, Commercial, Replay, Closeup, etc.). The hierarchical nature of the video description ontology provides a
structural framework for representation and storage of the video segments and their transcoded versions. The video description ontology enables the generation of an optimal personalized response to a
client’s request; one that best matches the client’s preference(s) with regard to the video content while
simultaneously ensuring that the various client-side resource constraints are satisfied.
In order to evaluate the performance of various video personalization strategies, the relationship
between the information content of the original video and the amount of information retained in its
various transcoded versions needs to be established. This is a complex task due to the inherent difficulty
in quantifying the amount of information contained within the original video and due to the diverse
nature of the various transcoded versions of the original video. Although Shannon entropy has been
used as a measure of pixel-level or feature-level information content of a video [Snoek et al. 2003], the
relationship between the low-level feature-based entropy measure of a video stream and its high-level
semantic content has not been firmly established.
Although there are many factors that determine the information content of a video, it is reasonable
to assume that the amount of information or detail contained within a video summary is related to its
duration. For each video segment, its original version is assumed to contain the greatest amount of
detail, whereas its summary at the highest level of abstraction is assumed to contain the least amount
of detail. Typically, the amount of information contained within a video summary (relative to original
version) does not necessarily increase linearly with its relative duration. In this article, we assume that
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the relevance value of a video summary (with respect to a client’s query) is a function of the relevance
value of the original video segment and the relative length of the video summary, that is,
vi = vi0 · f (Li /L0 ),

(4.1)

where vi0 is the relevance value of the original segment, and L0 and Li are the time durations of
the original segment and the summarized (or transcoded) video segment, respectively. The function
f (Li /L0 ) represents the relationship between the amount of information contained within a video
summary relative to the original segment.
We propose to use empirical laws to quantify the relationship between the amount of information
contained in the transcoded videos relative to the original video. The Zipf function, sigmoid function,
and Rayleigh distribution are proposed as plausible mapping functions for quantifying the relationship
between the amount of information in the transcoded video relative to the original video, and are shown
suitable for different kinds of videos. The performance results of the personalization subsystem presented in Section 6 are shown to vary significantly when different empirical mapping functions are used
to measure the amount of information contained in the transcoded video relative to the original video.
4.1

The Zipf’s Law-Based Mapping Function

For some categories of videos, such as broadcast news, most of the information is revealed or summarized
in a video segment spanning the first 20%–30% of the video stream. This observation justifies the use
of the Zipf function to quantify the relationship between the amount of information contained in the
transcoded (or summarized) videos relative to the original video. The mathematical definition of the
Zipf function [Wheeler 2002] is given by
I = Hk,s /HN ,s ,

(4.2)

where I (expressed as a percentage) is the amount of information contained within a video summary
relative to the original video segment, N is the set of all possible discrete durations of the video summary,
k ∈ N is the duration of a video summary, s > 0, s ∈ R is the characteristic parameter of the Zipf
function, and Hk,s is the kth generalized harmonic number. When s = 0, the information content of a
video summary increases linearly (i.e., at a constant rate) with its duration.
Eq. (4.2) is a definition of the discrete Zipf function, whereas in our application, the relative (i.e.,
normalized) duration of a video summary is a continuous variable in the range [0, 1]. To use the
Zipf function defined in Eq. (4.2), the following approximation and linear transform are used. Let
Lnorm ∈ {0.01, 0.02, . . ., 0.99, 1.00} denote the normalized discrete video duration and let N = 100. The
linear transform that maps the values of Lnorm to k is given by
k = round(Lnorm × N ).

(4.3)

Figure 6 shows a plot of the relative information content of a transcoded video versus its normalized
duration. The relative duration and relative information content of the transcoded video are normalized
to lie within the range [0, 1] based on the duration and information content of the original video,
respectively. The parameter s is set to values 0, 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5, respectively, where s = 0 denotes a
special case when the Zipf function degenerates to a linear mapping. The derivative of the Zipf function
in Eq. (4.2) can be considered as the incremental information I introduced by a video segment whose
duration is incremented by L and is given by
I  = lim

L→0

I (L + L) − I (L)
1/k s
.
=
L
HN ,s

Figure 7 shows the plot of the function I  when the linear transform in Eq. (4.3) is performed.
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Fig. 6. Relative information content of a transcoded video segment versus normalized video segment duration: Zipf function.
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4.2

The Sigmoid Mapping Function

The family of sigmoid functions [Uykan et al. 2000] is better suited for categories of videos wherein the
middle 20%–30% of the video segment accounts for most of the information content. Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6)
describe the sigmoid function family and their corresponding derivatives, respectively, where α > 0 is
the characteristic shape parameter of the sigmoid function and the parameter L is dependent on the
duration of the video segment. Analogous to the parameter s in the Zipf function, the parameter σ
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Fig. 8. Relative information content of a transcoded video segment versus normalized video segment duration: sigmoid function.

regulates the shape of the sigmoid function.
1
1 + e−αL


1
1

I =
1−
1 + e−αL
1 + e−αL
I=

(4.5)

(4.6)

It suffices in terms of precision to truncate the domains of the functions I and I’ such that L ∈ [−6, 6] in
Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6). The normalized video duration Lnorm ∈ [0, 1] is mapped to the parameter L ∈ [−6, 6]
in Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) as follows.
L = (12 × Lnorm ) − 6

(4.7)

Figures 8 and 9 respectively show the plots of the sigmoid function (Eq. (4.5)) and the corresponding
derivatives (Eq. (4.6)) for different values of α. In Figures 8 and 9, the x-axis denotes normalized duration
Lnorm which is related to the value of L in Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6), respectively, via Eq. (4.7).
4.3

The Cumulative Rayleigh Distribution-Based Mapping Function

Unlike the sigmoid family of functions, the incremental information governed by the Rayleigh distribution [Papoulis 1984] is skewed to the left, thus making the Rayleigh distribution suitable for videos in
which most of the information is revealed in the earlier portions of the video segment, but not necessarily at the beginning. Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) define the cumulative Rayleigh distribution and its derivative
(i.e., the standard Rayleigh distribution) respectively where L is video segment duration and σ > 0 is
the characteristic parameter of the Rayleigh distribution.
2

/2σ 2 )

2

/2σ 2 )

I = 1 − e(−L
L · e(−L
I =
σ2
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Fig. 10. Relative content of a transcoded video segment vs. normalized video segment duration: cumulative Rayleigh distribution.

Figures 10 and 11 plot I (Eq. (4.8)) and I’ (Eq. (4.9)), respectively, as functions of the normalized
video segment duration Lnorm . It suffices, in terms of precision, to truncate the domains of functions I
and I’ such that L ∈ [0, 10] in Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9). The following linear transform is used to map the
normalized video segment duration Lnorm ∈ [0, 1] to the parameter L ∈ [0, 10] in Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9).
L = Lnorm × 10

(4.10)
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5.

VIDEO PERSONALIZATION: A KNAPSACK PROBLEM APPROACH

The objective of video personalization is to present a customized or personalized video summary that
retains as much of the semantic content desired by the client as possible while simultaneously satisfying the multiple resource constraints imposed by the client. This article presents the design and
implementation of an MMKP-based video personalization strategy to attain the aforementioned objective. Compared to the 0/1KP-based and the FKP-based video personalization strategies presented
in Merialdo et al. [1999], and Tseng et al. [2004, 2003], the proposed MMKP-based video personalization strategy is shown to include more relevant information in its response to the client’s request. The
MMKP-based personalization strategy is also shown to satisfy multiple client-side resource constraints,
in contrast to the 0/1KP-based and the FKP-based personalization strategies which can only satisfy a
single client-side resource constraint at a time.

5.1

Optimization Strategies

The input videos are first segmented and indexed using semantic terms selected from a video description
ontology as described earlier. Each video segment is assigned a relevance value based on the client’s
preference with regard to the video content. Let the set S = {S1 , S2 , . . . Sn } denote the video segments
that are stored in the video database, where Si denotes the ith video segment and n is the total number
of candidate video segments to be included in the response to the client’s request. Video segment Si
is indexed by a semantic term Ti selected from the video description ontology. In its request for video
content, the client specifies a preference for video content using a semantic term P. A relevance value
Vi is assigned to the video segment and is given by Vi = similarity(Ti , P ), 0 ≤ Vi ≤ 1. The similarity
function is computed using the lch similarity measure algorithm [Leacock and Chodorow, 1998] which
measures the length of the shortest path between two semantic concepts, and scales the value by the
maximum is-a path length in the WordNet lexical database [Fellbaum 1998].
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The 0/1KP-based formulation of the video personalization problem [Merialdo et al. 1999] is given by



max
Vi , subject to
Li ≤ T,
(5.1)
i∈{1,2,... ,n}

i

i

where Li is the duration of video segment i and T is the client video viewing time limit. The 0/1KP can
be solved using a dynamic programming algorithm that has a time complexity of O(nT). Video segments
included in the server’s response to the client’s request are of the original (i.e., nontranscoded) quality.
However, some of the video segments which are excluded from the server’s response may still contain
some information of potential interest or relevance to the client.
In the FKP-based formulation of video personalization, a fractional portion of a video segment could
be included in the set of video segments compiled by the personalization module. The video segment
thus included is suitably transcoded to enable it to fit within the limits of the available viewing time.
The FKP-based formulation of video personalization is given by



max
xi Vi , subject to
y i Li ≤ T ,
(5.2)
i∈{1,2,... ,n}

i

i

where T is the client video viewing time limitation, Li is the temporal length of video segment Si , and
xi , y i ∈ [0, 1]. Video segments are sorted in decreasing order of their Value Intensity as computed in
Eq. (5.3), where Vi is the relevance value and Li is the time duration of video segment Si .
Value Intensity = Vi /Li

(5.3)

The preceding FKP can be solved by using an O(n) greedy algorithm where video segments with high
Value Intensity values are selected first followed by fractional portions of video segments. Although
the FKP-based optimization scheme can include transcoded video segments, some potentially relevant
videos could be excluded from the server’s response. This can be attributed to the basic nature of the
constrained optimization problem posed by the FKP and the greedy algorithm used to solve it.
Multimedia content can be represented at different semantic levels of abstraction. In this work, the
original video segment is considered associated with a discrete set consisting of its various transcoded
versions. Each transcoded version is deemed to represent the semantic information content of the
original video segment at a certain predefined level of abstraction. Furthermore, client-side resource
constraints are typically multidimensional. Thus, the amount of relevant information included in the
personalized video in response to a client’s request needs to be maximized subject to multiple resource
constraints. This version of the video personalization problem is modeled along the MMKP [Khan 1998;
Akbar et al. 2001; Hernandez et al. 2005] as follows.
Each video segment Si is transcoded into l i versions, denoted as Sij , j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , l i }. The original
video segment and its transcoded versions constitute a content group at multiple levels of abstraction
where each item within a content group is a video segment. Each transcoded version is associated
with a relevance value and is deemed to require m resources. The objective of the MMKP-based video
personalization strategy is to select exactly one item from each content group in order to maximize total
relevance value of the selected segments, subject to m resource constraints determined by the client.

Let vij be the relevance value of the j th version of the video segment Si , r ij = (rij1 , rij2 , . . . , rijm ) be the


required resource vector for the j th version of the video segment Si ,and R = (R1 , R2 , . . . , Rm ) be the
resource bound of the knapsack representing the m resources. The problem therefore is to determine

li
li
li
n 
n 



V = max
xij vij , subject to
xijrijk ≤ Rk , k = 1, 2, . . . , m and
xij = 1, xij ∈ {0, 1}. (5.4)
i=1 j =1

i=1 j =1

j =1
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Based on the previous formulation of the MMKP-based video personalization strategy, in Eq. (5.4) it is
obvious that more items can be added to a content group without requiring any other changes to the video
personalization system. The modularity and extensibility of the MMKP-based video personalization
strategy is one of its salient features.
The MMKP is known to be NP-hard [Hernandez et al. 2005]. The exact solution to the MMKP can
be obtained using a Brand-and-Bound Integer Programming (BBIP) algorithm in Matlab [Vanderbei
1997]. The worst-case time complexity of the BBIP algorithm is exponential in n, m, and l i , where n is
the number of content groups, m is the number of resource constraints, and l i is the number of items
in the ith content group of the MMKP [Hernandez et al. 2005; Khan 1998].
5.2

Performance Metrics

In order to measure and compare the performance of the various video personalization strategies, the
sum of relevance 
values of all video segments included in the response is used as the performance
metric, namely
vi . For a transcoded video segment, its relevance value vi is defined in Eq. (4.1).
i∈response

6.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE MULTI-LEVEL HMM-BASED VIDEO SEGMENTATION
AND INDEXING ALGORITHM

We recorded 2 hours of the CNN Headline News program and 1.5 hours of the Major League Soccer
(MLS) program, respectively. The video streams were digitized to a frame resolution of 180 × 120 pixels
with a frame rate of 30 frames per second. Sixteen minutes of the CNN video and one hour of the soccer
video were reserved for testing. For generation of training data, the remainder of the CNN news video
data was manually segmented into six semantic categories: News Anchor, News, Commercial, Program
Header, Weather Forecast, and Sports News and denoted by semantic concepts 1 through 6, respectively,
and the MLS video data was manually segmented into three semantic categories, Zoom Out, Close Up,
and Replay and denoted by semantic concepts 1 through 3, respectively. A multidimensional feature
vector was extracted for each image frame in the training video. For each of the semantic units, a leftto-right HMM with continuous emission of observations was trained using feature vector sequences
derived from the training video. To estimate the 2-gram video program model, the training video was
manually labeled with labels selected from the aforementioned semantic concepts. The maximum likelihood estimation of the video program model was performed using the labeled training sequence.
The performance of the single-pass video segmentation and video indexing scheme was evaluated in
terms of accuracy of video segment boundary detection and video segment classification. The performance of the video segment boundary detection algorithm was measured in terms of parameters such
as insertion rate, deletion rate, and boundary detection accuracy [Eickeler et al. 2000]. The insertion
rate Rinsertion denotes the fraction of unassigned boundaries in the detected boundaries. The deletion
rate Rdeletion denotes the fraction of missed boundaries in the ground-truth sequence boundaries. The
boundary detection accuracy Accuracy B measures the average shift (in terms of number of frames)
between the detected boundary and actual boundary locations. Thus
Rinsertion =

boundariesinserted
,
boundariesdetected

boundariesmissed
,
boundariesactual

frames
Accuracy B =
,
boundariesactual
Rdeletion =
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Fig. 12. Frame number vs. recognized/ground-truth video segments and labels: CNN News video.


where frames is the amount of shift (measured in terms of number of frames) between the detected
boundary location and the actual boundary location.
To measure the video segment classification accuracy, we used a frame-based measure to determine
the fraction of correctly classified image frames in the total number of frames as follows:
Accuracy F =

framescorrect
,
framescorrect + framesfalse

(6.4)

where framescorrect and framesfalse are the numbers of correctly classified and incorrectly classified image
frames, respectively. Accuracy F thus measures the temporal classification accuracy, namely the relative
duration of correctly recognized segments of a video stream. The algorithm provided by Eickeler et al.
[2000] was used to compute performance measures in Eqs. (6.1)–(6.4).
In Figure 12, the recognized semantic label sequence and the ground-truth semantic label sequence
of the CNN Headline News video stream are plotted against the frame number for the entire test video
segment. For the news video, the single-pass video segmentation and video indexing algorithm was
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Table I. Performance Measures for Video Segment Boundary Detection: CNN Headline News Video
Actual
Boundaries
29

Detected
Boundaries
36

Inserted
Boundaries
7

Deleted
Boundaries
0

Insertion
Rate (%)
7/36 = 19.4

Deletion
Rate (%)
0/29 = 0

Accuracy B
(Frame)
55/29 = 1.9

Table II. Performance Measures for Video Segment Classification: CNN News Video
Correctly
Classified
Segments
32

Incorrectly
Classified
Segments
5

AccuracyC
(%)
86.5

Total Number
of Frames
28898

Correctly
Classified
Frames
514

Accuracy F
(%)
28384/28898 = 98.2

observed to detect most of the segment boundaries and label them correctly, except for some portion of
the Commercial segment which was incorrectly classified. In Tables I and II, the numerical measures
of performance for the single-pass video segmentation and indexing algorithm are tabulated. Figure 12
shows that most of the inserted boundary detection and false segment classification occurs during the
Commercial segment (semantic concept ID=3). This is because of the complex nature of the content of
TV commercials which could contain large video segments similar to those found in the other semantic
units such as News Anchor and Sports, thus resulting in incorrect classification.
In Figure 13, the recognized semantic label sequence and the ground-truth semantic label sequence
are plotted against the frame number for the MLS test video segment. In Tables III and IV, the corresponding numerical measures of performance for the single-pass video segmentation and video indexing
algorithm are tabulated in the case of the MLS test video segment. Experimental results show that the
proposed multi-level HMM-based video segmentation and video indexing algorithm can segment and
index MLS videos quite accurately.
The proposed multi-level HMM-based video segmentation and video indexing algorithm was implemented on a Dell Precision workstation with dual 3.19GHz CPUs and 2.0GB of RAM. In the case of
the CNN Headline News video, it took 3076 seconds to extract feature vectors from the training data,
1394 seconds to train the HMMs for the individual video semantic units, and 1400 seconds to segment
and index the CNN Headline News test video of duration of 962 seconds as presented in Figure 12. In
the case of the MLS video, it took 1078 seconds to extract feature vectors from the training data, 873
seconds to train the HMMs for video semantic units, and 930 seconds to segment and index the MLS
test video of duration of 746 seconds as presented in Figure 13. The video files and their transcoded
versions were stored at a bit rate of 210kbps.
7.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF VIDEO PERSONALIZATION STRATEGIES

The CNN Headline News video was first segmented and indexed using the stochastic multi-level HMMbased algorithm. Each video segment was labeled with terms selected from a predefined video content
description ontology. Video segments were transcoded at multiple levels of abstraction and then stored
in a hierarchical video database. Key-frame-based transcoding was performed such that the original
video and its transcoded versions have the same spatial resolution, although their time durations are
different. The sum of relevance values of the video segments included in the server’s response was used
to measure the performance of the various video personalization strategies.
In Figures 14(a) and 14(b), the Zipf function and linear transform defined in Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3),
respectively, were used to measure the relative information content and the relative time duration of
the transcoded video segments. The total relevance value of the server’s response to the client’s request
was plotted against the client’s viewing time limit. In Figure 14(a), the characteristic parameter s of
the Zipf function was set to 0 whereas in Figure 14(b), s was set to 1. The MMKP-based personalization
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Fig. 13. Frame number vs. recognized/ground-truth video segments and labels: MLS video.

Table III. Performance Measures for Video Segmentation Boundary Detection: MLS Video
Actual
Boundaries
57

Detected
Boundaries
60

Inserted
Boundaries
3

Deleted
Boundaries
0

Insertion
Rate (%)
3/60 = 5

Deletion
Rate (%)
0/60 = 0

Accuracy B
(Frame)
671/57 = 11.8

Table IV. Performance Measures for Video Segment Classification: MLS Video
Correctly
Classified
Segments
59

Incorrectly
Classified
Segments
2

AccuracyC
(%)
96.7

Total Number
of Frames
31150

Correctly
Classified
Frames
783

Accuracy F
(%)
30367/31150 = 97.5

strategy was designed to select one item (i.e., video segment) from each content group. In the case of the
MMKP-based personalization strategy, more transcoded video segments were observed to be included
in the server’s response compared to the FKP-based and 0/1KP-based personalization strategies. When
the number of candidate content groups was large, the time durations of the included transcoded video
segments in the case of the MMKP-based personalization strategy were observed to be short. When
s = 0 in the Zipf function (Figure 6), the total information content of the short video segments included
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Fig. 14. Total relevance value of the response versus the client’s viewing time limit.

by the MMKP-based personalization strategy in its response to the client’s request was observed to be
generally less than that of the video segments included in the response generated by the FKP-based
personalization strategy as shown in Figure 14(a). However, if we assume that the beginning portion of
a video segment contains a major fraction of its overall information content, for example, when s = 1.0 in
the Zipf function (Figure 6), then the short video segments selected by the MMKP-based personalization
strategy were observed to contain more relevant information than those contained in the responses
generated by the FKP-based and 0/1KP-based personalization strategies, as shown in Figure 14(b).
With the Zipf function, the 0/1KP-based personalization strategy was observed to underperform both
its MMKP-based and FKP-based counterparts.
The proposed system was also designed to provide a testbed for various video personalization strategies. In Figures 14(c) and 14(d), we used the sigmoid function and the cumulative Rayleigh distribution
defined in Eqs. (4.5) and (4.8) respectively to measure the relative information content of the transcoded
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Fig. 15. Performance of the MMKP-based personalization scheme under the viewing time limit constraint and under both the
viewing time limit constraint and the data limit constraint (≤ 3Kbytes for each second of received video).

videos in comparison to their original versions. In the case of the sigmoid function with α = 1, the short
transcoded video segments selected by the MMKP-based personalization strategy were observed to contain less information than those selected by the FKP-based and 0/1KP-based personalization strategies
as shown in Figure 14(c). In the case of the cumulative Rayleigh distribution (Figure 10), more information was assumed to be contained in the beginning portions of a video (Figure 11). It was observed
that, when the client’s viewing time limit was very short, only very short transcoded videos were included in the server’s response, causing the FKP-based personalization strategy to yield a response
with higher total relevance value than its MMKP-based counterpart. However, with an increase in the
client’s viewing time limit, relatively longer transcoded video segments were selected by the MMKPbased personalization strategy, causing it to generate a response with a higher overall relevance value.
In summary, it was observed that when the information content of the underlying video segments is
concentrated in its earlier portions, the MMKP-based personalization strategy typically outperforms
its FKP-based and 0/1KP-based counterparts.
A principal advantage of the proposed MMKP-based video personalization strategy is that it can satisfy multiple client-side resource constraints simultaneously whereas its FKP-based and 0/1KP-based
counterparts can only satisfy a single client-side resource constraint at a time. In Figures 14(a)–14(d),
the client-side resource constraint under consideration is the client’s viewing time limit. Figure 15
shows the experimental results of the MMKP-based personalization strategy when the client has two
resource constraints, that is, a viewing time limit and a limit on the total amount of data received. The
Zipf function with s = 0 was used in this case. The received data was limited to at most 3 KBytes for
each second of the received video stream. The data limit constraint was held constant (at 3KBytes for
each second of the received video stream) whereas the viewing time limit constraint was varied. As
seen in Figure 16, when the viewing time was less than 150 seconds, the response to the client’s request
contained no video segment, resulting in a null response. This was so because in each of the content
groups, there was no video item of size less than 450Kbytes (= 3Kbytes per second × 150 seconds).
When the client’s viewing time limit was large enough (greater than 150 seconds in our experiment), it
was possible to include video segments or video summaries which satisfied, the data limit constraint in
the response to the client’s request. It was clear that when both constraints needed to be satisfied the
response contained less video information compared to the case wherein the client viewing time was
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the only constraint. Thus, the solutions obtained when only a single resource constraint was satisfied
at a time and when both resource constraints were simultaneously satisfied were substantially different. The FKP-based and 0/1KP-based personalization strategies cannot handle multiple constraints
simultaneously and were forced to satisfy individual constraints one at a time. Since different resource
constraints, when employed individually, yield different solutions, determining the optimal combination
of these solutions to satisfy multiple resource constraints simultaneously becomes an important (and
difficult) issue in the case of the FKP-based and 0/1KP-based personalization strategies. This issue was
obviously moot in the case of the MMKP-based personalization strategy since it is inherently equipped
to satisfy multiple client-side resource constraints.
The proposed 0/1KP, FKP, and MMKP-based video personalization algorithms were implemented on
a Dell Precision workstation with dual 3.19GHz CPUs and 2.0GB of RAM. In the video database, there
were 172 video content groups containing three items each. When the client specified viewing time was
90 seconds, it took 31 milliseconds, 16 milliseconds, and 1234 milliseconds for the video personalization
algorithm modeled along the 0/1KP, FKP, and MMKP, respectively.
8.

CONCLUSIONS

The article proposed a system for client-centered multimedia adaptation with three salient features:
a stochastic multi-level HMM-based approach to automatically segment and index video streams, a
hierarchical video transcoding and content representation scheme, and a suite of Knapsack Problem
(KP)-based video personalization strategies.
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) were used to model the input video streams at both the semantic
unit level and the video program level. For each semantic unit within the input video stream, an HMM
was formulated to model the emission of image feature vectors within the scope of that semantic unit
as a stochastic process. The 2-gram video program model was used to define the transition probabilities
amongst the various semantic units. A data-driven procedure for maximum likelihood estimation of
the 2-gram program model from training data was shown to preclude the need for domain-dependent
knowledge of the video program model. The individual HMMs for the semantic units were concatenated based on the video program model. Determining the optimal path through the concatenation
of the HMMs was shown to result in a data-driven single-pass video segmentation and video indexing
algorithm. Experimental results showed that the resulting video boundary detection and video segment
classification were highly accurate. The proposed multi-level HMM-based scheme was observed to be
scalable and extensible, since the program model could be altered by addition, deletion, and modification (via retraining) of the HMMs corresponding to the relevant semantic units without having to
retrain or alter the HMMs corresponding to the other semantic units.
The proposed hierarchical scheme for video transcoding and video content representation at multiple
levels of abstraction was used to transform an input video stream into its various transcoded versions.
The transcoded videos were observed to differ in terms of the client-side resources required for reception, rendering, and viewing on the client device. The transcoded videos made it possible for the video
personalization subsystem to generate an optimal response to a client’s query while satisfying various
client-side resource constraints, such as battery capacity, bandwidth, and viewing time. Three empirical
mapping functions, namely, the Zipf function, sigmoid function, and cumulative Rayleigh distribution,
were used to compare the information content of the original video relative to its transcoded versions.
These mapping functions shared a common characteristic in conformity with the commonly observed
law of diminishing marginal return; that is, the incremental or marginal gain in the information content
of a video segment was a diminishing function of its total duration.
The video personalization problem was formulated as one of constrained optimization and modeled
along various versions of the classical knapsack problem with the objective of generating an optimal
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response, that is, one which maximizes the relevance of the provided information to the client’s request,
while simultaneously satisfying the client’s resource constraints. A Multiple-choice Multidimensional
Knapsack Problem (MMKP)-based video personalization strategy was proposed as a means to include as
much relevant information as possible in response to a client’s request, while satisfying multiple clientside resource constraints. Experimental results showed that when the beginning portions of a video
segment contained more information than the rest of the video, the proposed MMKP-based approach
yielded a response with higher total relevance value compared to the existing Fractional Knapsack
Problem (FKP)-based and 0/1 Knapsack Problem (0/1KP)-based approaches to video personalization.
Future work would include studies to validate the choice of the previously mentioned empirical
mapping functions. Human-subject-based evaluation of the generated response to a client’s request
also needs to be explored in order to further validate this work.
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